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Without trust, the converse is
true. In a company where trust is
low, it’s only a matter of time until
employees abandon ship, either by
unwanted turnover or presen-
teeism: direct reports spend their
time watching their backs, or
grousing about leadership, rather
than completing meaningful work.
No one takes risks, and no one
takes responsibility. The chance of
innovating or meeting business
goals is slim. 

Emotional Intelligence
(EQ) has become more
common in the work-

place as businesses try to harness its promise of
improved performance by individuals and teams.
After two decades of research, multiple studies have
shown that EQ abilities often account for the differ-
ence between star performers and average perform-
ers across a variety of industries and occupations,
including sales and leadership.

Emotional Intelligence initially focused on insight
and awareness of oneself, and awareness of others’
emotions. The current emphasis is on taking such
awareness and translating it into meaningful action.
The goal is to understand and develop a small num-
ber of high-impact behavioral skills. These behav-
ioral skills are the best predictors of job performance
and success—and the skills that help develop trust.

Think about EQ as behavioral skills related to
oneself and to others: 

Behavioral EQ Skills—Self
Self-control: the ability to control emotions and
impulsive urges is an indicator of ability to stay
composed and focused
Stress Management: the ability to withstand pres-
sure and regulate reactions 
Conscientiousness: the capacity to take personal
responsibility for performance
Optimism: the ability to maintain a positive 
perspective and achieve goals 

THE ROLE OF EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE IN
BUILDING TRUST
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The concept of “the speed of trust”
has become common business
parlance. Steve Forbes calls trust
the “bedrock of democratic capital-
ism.” When companies go to mar-
ket with a product or service, they
are actually competing for potential
clients’ confidence in their expert-
ise, their execution, or the excep-
tional nature of the offering. 

Once an organization has gar-
nered a customer’s trust, and the
client has confidence in the com-
pany, the emotional hurdle of sell-
ing has been cleared and that customer is much more
likely to buy. 

Just as it is essential to establish trust in the mar-
ketplace, it is also critical to establish and maintain
trust in the workplace. Employees who believe in
their organization’s values, actions, and goals are
more productive and tend to stay put. Research on
trust bears this out:

! There is a strong relationship between trust
and job performance. It’s as strong as or stronger
than relationships with other variables (e.g., job sat-
isfaction and job performance).

! There is also a strong relationship between
trust and “affective commitment” (this refers to a
person’s emotional commitment). This type of com-
mitment predicts important factors such as absen-
teeism and turnover.

! Trust in a person’s direct leader is particularly
important, often more so than trust in the organiza-
tion. Having trust in the direct leader is highly pre-
dictive of job performance, job satisfaction, and
intent to leave the organization.

! Trust in the leader helps people focus on team
results. Individuals are willing to suspend personal
doubts or apprehensions if they trust the leader,
which helps commitment towards the team goals.

Using Emotional Intelligence to Build Trust
BY CASEY MULQUEEN, PhD

“People want their leaders to be

honest, ethical, and competent.”
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But people respond to their leader’s behavior in
somewhat different ways, depending on their per-
sonal work style, and this influences the trust they
feel for a leader.

There are four reliably distinct work styles, and
each style has unique behavioral patterns and work
orientation. Accordingly, the most effective way to
build trust is to take individuals’ work styles into
account. Below are strategies for interacting with
each work style in such a way that trust naturally
develops.

Results-oriented people look to
their leaders to be confident in

their own abilities, and likewise to be competent in
their performance. It is the nature of these people to
place less emphasis on personal relationships, at least
initially. So, leaders should focus on establishing cog-
nitive trust with these individuals by showing com-
petence. Because they are focused on results, these
people want others to show commitment to achiev-
ing goals. They don’t like to waste time, so they want
their leaders to be efficient, particularly when their
own goals are directly affected by the leader’s efforts.
They also want their leaders to be direct and to share
their opinions in a straightforward way. They appre-
ciate no-nonsense communication and efficiency
from leaders.

Recognit ion-oriented
people are highly sociable

and seek attention. They value leaders who are open
with their emotions, who show a sense of humor, 
and who are enthusiastic about their work. Affective
trust is particularly important for them. Leaders
should be energetic and show excitement about
working and collaborating with them. This will
directly appeal to their emotions and hence to their
commitment. These people are also motivated by
personal recognition, so leaders can strengthen their
relationships by publicly acknowledging these indi-
viduals’ contributions. This helps them feel con-
nected and valued by the leader, which is important
for them to feel trust.

RESULTS-ORIENTED

RECOGNITION-ORIENTED
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“Leaders should … share their vision in a personable way that

connects the goals of the team to the work of the individual.”

Behavioral EQ Skills—Others
Building Relationships: the ability to develop and
maintain meaningful and positive relations with
others
Influencing Others: the ability to persuade others 
Motivating Others: the ability to motivate and
guide others toward a vision or goal 
Flexibility: the ability to adapt to new circum-
stances and changing priorities 
Innovation: the capacity to generate novel ideas
and be open to new information
These behavioral EQ skills directly affect trust in

both its forms:
! Cognitive trust: actors such as reliability, con-

sistency, and integrity that promote confidence in
leaders

! Affective or emotional trust: having a good
relationship and showing interest and concern for
someone engender this type of trust in leaders

In order to earn both types of trust, it is incum-
bent upon leaders to manifest behavioral EQ skills
regarding their own actions and in their interactions
with others. Leaders must exercise self-control and
conscientiousness, for instance, in order to meet their
commitments and help their teams meet goals. In
this way, leaders build a reputation for being reliable
and consistent, which creates cognitive trust. Leaders
must also work to establish relationships with their
direct reports, which shows employees their leaders
understand them, are aware of their interests and
aspirations, and will support them within the organ-
ization. This creates affective trust.

The genius of EQ—and the finding of most recent
EQ research—is that leaders can practice one or two
behaviors at a time. In this way their efforts are not
scattered in many directions and they can consis-
tently focus energy and attention on behaviors that
have the greatest impact.

Some aspects of effec-
tive leadership, and of
building trust, are uni-
versal. People want

their leaders to be honest, ethical, and competent.

RESULTS-BUILDING TRUST
WITH PEOPLE OF 
DIFFERENT WORK STYLES



This style of person likes
to form personal connec-

tions with others, so they appreciate when leaders
make an effort to establish sincere relationships. Like
Recognition-oriented people, they especially value
affective trust. They look for leaders to be personable
and team-oriented, and they want their leaders to
have the team’s best interests in mind. They value
open lines of communication, and it’s important that
their leaders are genuine and sincere. If leaders will
share something interesting or unique about them-
selves, it communicates that they are open and trust-
ing and it will help these individuals to have confi-
dence in the relationship. Leaders should also share
their vision in a personable way that connects the
goals of the team to the work of the individual.

These individuals prefer to
work in an orderly and logi-

cal way. They are not focused on relationships ini-
tially, so it may take some time to get to know them
personally. Similar to Results-oriented people, cogni-
tive trust is important for them, especially early in a
working relationship. Because they tend to be orderly
in the way they do things, they will look for patterns
and predictability in their leaders. They tend to con-
trol their emotions at work, so they appreciate
straightforward and professional interactions.

ACCURACY-ORIENTED

RELATIONSHIP-ORIENTED Leaders should approach them in a businesslike way,
and work to build a solid relationship over time by
helping them open up through seeking out their
opinions or experiences in areas that are of particular
interest to them. These individuals will have trust in
leaders who provide visions that are ambitious but
also grounded in reality. 

Trust cannot be mandated; it
can only be earned. Leaders can
gain trust by being consistent,

competent, and by practicing EQ behaviors related to
understanding others and building authentic rela-
tionships. This is best done by understanding differ-
ent work styles. This tailored approach to working
with others leads to employees’ support for the team’s
efforts—and to meeting business goals, as employees
who trust their managers are more engaged in their
work, are more committed to staying with the organ-
ization, and are better performers. MW

Casey Mulqueen is director of research and product develop-
ment for Tracom Group.

AMA’s seminar Leading with Emotional Intelligence will
help you apply emotional intelligence to manage and drive
peak performance in your direct reports and team. For more
information, visit www.amanet.org/2133

ACCURACY-TRUST
TAKES WORK
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“…tools to create great stories that can teach, motivate and lead.”     
— Wharton magazine

“ By taking Smith’s instructions to heart and becoming master storytellers,
we may all avoid fidgeting, glassy-eyed audiences in the future.”

— ABA Banking Journal

“A compelling book that will help bring alive the power of storytelling
to make a meaningful difference in your business or your life.”

— Sara Mathew, Chairman and CEO, Dun & Bradstreet

“Stories are flight simulators for our brains, and in this book Paul
Smith brings you a story for every important challenge you and your
team will face at work. If you master these stories, you’ll master your
challenges.”

— Chip Heath, coauthor of Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die

Available at your local bookstore, online booksellers, or visit us at www.amacombooks.org
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EVERYONE LOVES A GOOD STORY. . .


